In this article, we are concerned with the existence of solution for a nonlinear hybrid differential equations of fractional order in Banach algebra. By using coupled fixed point theorem we establish our main result. Finally an example also provided to show our main result.
Introduction
Fractional differential equations (FDEs) have been of great interest today. It is because of its intensive development and applications in the field of fractional calculus. We can refer some of them in [8, 14, 16, 19, [21] [22] [23] . FDEs have played an important role in the developments of special functions and integral transforms, control theory, biology, biomedical, bio engineering, variational problems, economics and applied sciences etc., For further details one can refer [1, 2, 7, 15, 20] .
The non-linear differential equations and integral equations are used to describe dynamical systems. All dynamical systems do not provide analytical solutions. In such cases the quadratic perturbation of a nonlinear differential equations called hybrid differential equations (HDEs) are used to solve them. Recently HDEs have captured much attention (see [5, 18, 24, 26, 27] ). In 2009, the coupled nonlinear fractional reaction diffusion equations were analyzed by Gafiychuk et.al. [14] and X.Su [25] discussed the two point boundary value problem of the coupled system of FDEs. In recent times, the study on the coupled systems of FDEs are attracted by the mathematical scientists because of its applicable nature. Since variety of problems were discussed. For details one can refer [3, 4, 12, 16, 25] .
At first Dhage and Lakshmikantham [13] were studied the existence and uniqueness solutions to the ordinary first order HDEs with perturbation as d dt
In [4] , B. Ahmad studied existence and uniqueness results for the following coupled system of boundary value problems for hybrid fractional differential equations.
y(t))
= h 2 (t, x(t), y(t)),
J × R × R → R are continuous functions. The system was extended by Baleanu et.al. [9] to multi-point hybrid system and studied sufficient conditions for existence and uniqueness of solutions. A. Ali, et.al. [6] extended the result to the following coupled system
where t ∈ J = [0, 1], α, β ∈ (1, 2], c D is the Caputo fractional derivative, a, b, c, d are real constants and the nonlin-
In 2016, T. Bashiri et.al. [10] studied the existence results for the following fractional hybrid differential systems in Banach algebra
where D σ denotes the R-L fractional derivative of order σ , J = [0, 1] and the functions f : J × R → R \ {0}, u : J × R → R, u(0, 0) = 0 and g : J × R → R satisfy certain conditions. Motivated by the above inspired works on the coupled system of hybrid fractional differential equations(CHFDEs) we investigate the following CHFDEs
= v(t, x(t)),
3) is the generalization of the problem mentioned in T. Bashiri [10] . Some basic results and lemma are presented under the section 'Background study' and we establish our main result by a 'coupled fixed point theorem'. Finally we conclude our main result with the aid of a suitable example.
Preliminaries
Throughout this section Let E= C (J , R) be equiped with the supremum norm. Clearly it is a Banach algebra with respect to pointwise operations and the supremum norm.
For any x,y in E and is a Banach algebra under the supremum norm
which is again a Banach algebra w.r.t. the multiplication " · " defined by
Define a sum and a scalar multiplication on E × E as follows.
, and k(x, y) = (kx, ky) , for k ∈ R We list out some precise definitions and lemma which are essential to prove our main results latter.
Let us define φ the family of all functions Φ : R + → R + satisfying Φ(r) < r for r > 0 and Φ(0) = 0. By a solution of the FHDEs system(1.3) we mean a function (x,y)∈ AC(J , R × R) such that:
is absolutely continuous Lemma 2.5. [17, 22] For δ ∈ (0, 1) and ω ∈ L 1 (0, 1) then D δ I δ w(t) = w(t) holds and the equality
As a consequence of Lemma 2.5, we have the following result which is essential for proving the existence result of (1.3).
Lemma 2.6. Consider v ∈ C[0, 1], 0 < α < 1, a ∈ R and u, ω ∈ C ([0, 1] × R, R) such that u(0, a) = 0, ω(0, a) = 0 then the unique solution of the following initial value problem
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of (2.4). Apply I α on both sides of (2.4) we have
from Lemma 2.5, we have
substitute (2.6) in (2.5), we have
In a similar way we can get the second part of (1.3) as 
Main Results
To obtain our existence result,we consider the following hypothesis.
(H1) Let u : J ×R → R \{0}, ω : J ×R → R, ω(0, a) = 0 are continuous and there exists two functions Φ and Ψ with bounds Φ and Ψ respectively such that for all x, y ∈ E and t ∈ J we have, R) , a ∈ R and a subsetÃ of J then
For the sake of convenience, let us take 
Proof. We shall use coupled fixed point theorem to prove the operator T has a coupled fixed point on A . SinceÃ is closed, convex and bounded subset of the Banach algebra u(0, b) = 0 and w(0, b) = 0 and by Lemma 2.7.
x(t) is the solution of the system of FHDEs (1.3) if and only if x(t) satisfies the system of integral equations as
Let us consider the operators A, B and C such that
x(t)), t ∈ J .
Now the system of equations in (3.1) is transformed to the following system of operator equations
x(t) = Ax(t)By(t) + Cx(t) y(t) = Ay(t)Bx(t) + Cy(t), t ∈ J .
Now, we shall show that the operators A, B and C satisfy all the hypothesis of Lemma 2.7 by the following steps:
Step:1 By hypothesis (H1), let x, y ∈ E, we have
Taking supremum over t,
Therefore A is Lipschitzian on E with Lipschitz constant Φ . Analogously C is Lipschitzian on E with Lipschitz constant Ψ .
Step:2 To prove B is compact and continuous operator oñ A. Let {x n } be a sequence inÃ converging to a point x ∈Ã then,by Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, hence Bx n (t) → Bx(t) as n → ∞ uniformly on R + and hence B is continuous onÃ. Next we show that B(s) is uniformly bounded set inÃ. Let x ∈Ã, by assumption (H2) and (H3) for t ∈ J , we have
Taking supremum we get
≤ ϖ, for for all x ∈Ã and hence B is uniformly bounded onÃ. Now we will prove that B(Ã) is equicontinuous. First we prove B is uniformly bounded.
Let θ 1 , θ 2 ∈ J for any x ∈Ã,
This implies that B(Ã) is equicontinuous. As a result B is completely continuous operator onÃ.
Step:3 In order to prove (A3) of Lemma 2.6, let x ∈ E and y ∈Ã such that x = AxBy + Cx by assumption (H1) and (H2) we have
By taking supremum over t on J and by (H4) we conclude that
which imply the conclusion that x ∈Ã.
Step:4 Finally we will prove 4σ BÃ + δ ≤ 1,that is, (A4)of Lemma 2.7 holds.
So the assumption (A4) of Lemma 2.7 has been proved. Therefore all the conditions of Lemma 2.7 are satisfied. And hence the operator T (x, y) = AxBy + Cx has a coupled fixed point on A . That is the FHDEs in (1.3) has a solution on J . Hence the proof is completed.
Example
In this section we present an example to establish our main result.
Example 4.1. Consider the following coupled system of nonlinear hybrid fractional differential equations D 1 3 x(t) − ω(t, x(t)) u(t, x(t)) = t|y(t)| (7 + e t )|y(t) + 1| , where u(t, x(t)) = 1 15 t 1 18 cos x(t) + |x(t)| + x 2 (t) 1 + | sin x(t)| + 1 ω(t, x(t)) = 1 18 e t 1 4 sin x(t) + x 2 (t) + 2|x(t)| 2 + | sin x(t)| for choosing arbitrary x, y ∈ E and t ∈ [0, 1], we have |u(t, x(t)) − u(t, y(t))| ≤ t 18 |x(t) − y(t)| |ω(t, x(t)) − ω(t, y(t))| ≤ 1 4 e t |x(t) − y(t)| |v(t, x(t)) − v(t, y(t))| ≤ t 7 + e t we can conclude that 
